
Copalba rnvites individuats to connect with their past. It offers a deep

intertwining energy that links experience to experience to unveil
the deeper meaning and messages showing up in one's tife. Copaiba

respects the sacred sheltered within until it is ready to emerge into
the tight of consciousness. It then invites individuals to become
thoughtfully aware of the shadow aspects of themselves and discover

who they rea11y are.

Individuais in need of Copaiba often find that vulnerable self-awareness

work reveals unresolved pain in hidden recesses of their heart, mind,
and body. Many discover they are plagued with leelings of guitt, shame,

inadequacy, or unworthiness that have been absorbed from their early

environment. These shame-based feelings distort every interaction
they have with 1ife. Everything seen through the filter of 'less than'
creates a perception of the world that is extremely painful and ultimatety

defeating. Copaiba offers assistance to those caught in lower vibrations

of shame, blame, fear, and self -loathing, and other unconsciously
internalized emotrons. It summons them to begin the unraveling and

restoration process necessary for lasting heaiing and further awareness

and insight.

Copaiba invites those who have done something that causes guilt or
shame to undergo appropriate remorse and then move on, remembering
that forgiveness of the self is also necessary. If not dealt with, these lowest

vibrational emotions will drive an individual to rebel or overcompensate.

Both are a product of running from their center of truth and existence.

Acknowledging the reality of past choices and experiences allows
individuals to grow and change in more conscious and clear ways.

Copaiba also invites individuals to come to the Divine for clarity
and redefinition. It reminds that the Divine knows them anciently
as whole beings-from their earliest childhood wounds to their
current limitations. The Divine, as the source and connecting force
of everything, possesses the wisdom that transcends mortal perception.

Copaiba reassures that mental, emotional, physical, and spiritual
limitations are only temporary. The Divine does not expect individuats
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